A functor Φ p is constructed from spaces to spectra such that, for each spectrum X, Φ p Q?°X is the /?-adic completion of the ^-theoretic localization of X. This functor is used to obtain uniqueness results for infinite deloopings of ^-theoretic spaces and maps, thereby generalizing results of Adams-Priddy and Madsen-Snaith-Tornehave. Non-unique deloopings of ^-theoretic maps are shown to involve phantom maps of spectra, and such maps are analyzed.
Introduction. Let K be the spectrum of nonconnective complex -theory and recall that the associated homology theory K+ determines a localization functor {-) κ on the homotopy category of spaces and of spectra by [9] , [10] , and [12] . In this paper we establish a natural equivalence Φ p Ώ°°X ~ (X κ ) p for each prime p and spectrum X, where Q°°X is the Oth space of the associated Ω-spectrum of X, where (~) A is the /7-adic completion functor, and where Φ^ is a new functor from spaces to /7-adically complete ϋΓ^-local spectra. Thus Φ^Ω 00^ =* X when X is a /?-adically complete X*-local spectrum and Ω 00 therefore embeds the homotopy category of such spectra faithfully into the ordinary pointed homotopy of spaces.
In [7] . Using Φ^ we show that this uniqueness phenomenon occurs much more generally: for instance, if E is the (n -l)-connected section of a /7-adically complete A^-local spectrum, then the space Ω°°E has a unique infinite delooping when n > 3 or when n = 2 and π 2 E is torsion. We obtain unique infinite deloopability results for /7-adic completions of various infinite classical groups, their classifying spaces, their homogeneous spaces, and their /-spaces. We likewise generalize the /?-local version of the Adams-Priddy theorem by proving unique infinite deloopability for localizations of these spaces at arbitrary finite sets of primes. We also generalize results of Madsen- Let HS κ/p [n, oo) denote the full subcategory of HS given by the (n -l)-connected sections of /7-adically complete #*-local spectra for an integer n. Then ( ) K We now give our main faithfulness theorem for Ω 00 . For a spectrum X e HS, let u: X -> X Q denote the rationalization map with X Q =* X Λ MQ. 
Proof. Clearly (ii) implies (i). Using the presentation of Π^ W p
A as the function spectrum F(Σ~ιMQ/Z, W) 9 we obtain a cofibre sequence
F(MQ,W) -» W^ Y\W p
A with the canonical maps in HS. Now (i) implies that g factors through the rational spectrum F(MQ, W) and this implies (ii).
2.9.
Phantom maps of spectra. For V, W G HS, there is a natural short exact sequence
n -» Π ϋom(τr n V® Q,ir n W) -* 0 n which is easily derived using the splitability of V Q into a wedge of rational Moore spectra. Thus it is usually straightforward to construct the possible maps g: V -> W satisfying conditions (i) and (ii). Moreover, these maps are usually the same as the phantom maps from V to W 9 i.e., the maps θ: V -> W such that θy = 0 for each map γ from a finite CW-spectrum to V (see [22] ). In more detail, suppose that W has finitely generated homotopy groups, or more generally suppose that the groups Hom(β, t rτ i W) vanish for all i and that the groups TTJW P A are finitely generated over the /?-adic integers for each prime p. Then conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to the condition that g is a phantom map. This follows easily since each phantom map into W p A is zero, and since each element of determines a phantom map from V Q to W. Finally, we remark that although the possible phantom maps between spectra are usually easy to construct, they are also usually difficult to detect. [n,oo) for each prime p.
Our proof will depend on the following lemma. Recall that for E, X G HS the space Ώ°°(X E ) is E*-local and thus there is a natural map λ: (ti°°X) E -> Ω°°(X £ ) in #0. In the case £ = K, the results of [11] show that there are isomorphisms λ*: t7r 2 
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Thus, since X p A is (n -l)-connected,
AY}.
Hence a = β: X[n, oo) -> 7, and the theorem follows. 
, and J(q) =* Ω°7(<jr), where the indicated spectra are obtained as homotopy fibres of the maps \p q -1 on corresponding connective jSΓ-theoretic spectra localized away from q. For an (n -l)-connected spectrum L and endomorphism φ: (ii) // Ω 00^ -JO(q) with q odd, then X is equivalent to one of the spectra jo{q\ j(q) X i/(Z/2,l), jso(q) X H(Z/2 9 l), and ]{q) X (iii) // Ω°°X s JSO(q) = /(<?) w//A ήr 6>JJ, /Λ^ X ^ equivalent to one of the spectra jso(q),
Proof, These follow from Using this theorem we shall prove the following P-local generalization of the Adams-Priddy uniqueness theorem where P is an arbitrary finite set of primes. The original result [7] was for a single prime and applied to BU, BSU, BO, and BSO. The P-localization of a nilpotent space Y e Ho or spectrum Y Ξ HS is denoted by 7 (P) . THEOREM 3.3. Let X G HS be a connected spectrum and let P be a finite set of primes.
(i) // tt°°X = BU (P) and if the generator x e # 2 (Ω°°X; Z//>) x^7 # 0 for each p e P, /A^w Jί = 6iι (P) . // Ω°°X^ 5ί/[w, oo) (P) π > 3, then X -bu[n, oo) (P) .
(ii) // Ω°°X = £/ (P) and if the generator x e ^(Ω 00^;
Z/p) Aαs /Ae Dyer-Lashof Q ι x Φ 0 /or each odd p e P αnrf β 2 x ^ 0 wAe« /? = 2 G P, = w (P) . // Ώ^X -U[n, oo) (P) w/ίA n > 2, then X -u[n, oo) (P) . (iii) // Ω°°X ^ BO {P) and if the generator x e H^Ώ^X; Z/2) Aαs #0 wA^ 2 G P, ίA^Λ JSΓ = Z?o (P) . // Ω°°Z -50[w, oo) (P) with n > 2, = Z?o[«, oo) (P) .
(iv) // Q°°X~SO {P) and if the generator x e= H^X; Z/2) has Q 2 x Φ 0 when 2GP (or the non-zero primitive element y e H 3 (Ω°°X; Z/2) has Sq ι y Φ 0 when 2 e P), ίΛew X = so (P) . // Ω°°X = SΌ[«, oo) (P) w//Λ w > 2, then X ~ so[n, oo) (P) .
(v) // Ω°°X « (SO/U) (P) and if the generator x e # 2 (Ω°°X; Z/p) Aαs x* Φ 0 /or eαcΛ odd p ^ P and Q 4 x Φ 0 when p = 2 e P (or the non-zero primitive element y e H 6 (Ώ,°°X; Z/2) Λβ5 Sq
If Ω°°X~(SO/U)[n,oo) (P) with n > 3, X = (so/u)[n, oo) (P) .
(vi) // Ω°°X = (U/Sp) (P) and if the generator x e ^(Ω 00^;
Z/p) g x jc # 0 for each odd p e P α«rf β 4 x # 0 wΛeπ p = 2 e P, then {P) and if the generator x e // 2 (Ω°°X; Z//?) Λ:^ ^ 0 /or ^cΛ oJJ eP, /Aew X« (sp/u) (P) . If Ώ°°X = «, oo) (P) wzYA « > 3, ί/ιe« X = (ΛP/W)[«, OO) (P) . This will be proved in 3.14.
REMARK 3.5. Applying Theorem 3.3 to the spectrum bso® which satisfies Ω^^o^-BSO, we deduce that bso^^P ) ^ bso^P ) for any finite set P of primes, generalizing the result of Adams-Priddy for a single prime. However, bso®* bso by [4, p. 146 ], so our finiteness assumption on P cannot be omitted. Theorem 3.3 clearly remains valid when the P-localization 7 (P) is replaced by the P-adic completion Y p A = Π p e P Y P A , and the finiteness assumption on P can then be omitted.
Let C and D be among the spaces considered in 3.3, but with P possibly infinite. Then C is equivalent to Ω°°(Σ'^)[ra, oo) (P) (P) . Suppose that the This will be proved in 3.11.
REMARK 3.7. Theorem 3.6 remains valid when the P-localization is replaced by the P-adic completion, or when Ω°°X is allowed to have higher connectivity than Ω°°y. However, parts (i)-(iii) can fail under the reverse connectivity assumption. For instance, consider the standard fibration of spectra Z>w (P) -> #(Z (P) ,2) -» φ,oo) (P) for 2 G P and let (so/u) (P) -> H(Z {P) 9 2) be the Postnikov map. Then the composite map /: Oo/w) (P) -> w[5, oo) (P) is essential although Ω 00 /-0, Ω°°(5Ό/W) (P) is out of phase to Ω°°w[5, oo) (P) , and / is not detected by homotopy groups.
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To prove 3.6 we need the following result, due largely to Adams [4] If X equals K[n, oo) or KO[n, oo) Proof. Let k = min{m, n) and consider the exact sequence
••• -> [ΣX[m,oo) (P) ,Y[k,n-l] iP) ] -* [ X[ m, oo) (P)) Y[n, oo) (P) ] -+ [X[m,oo) (P) , Y[k,oo) (P) ] -> •••.
Since the first group is finitely generated over Z (P) and the third group is a product of Z (P) 's or Z/2's, the second group is reduced, i.e., has no non-zero divisible subgroup. Thus it contains no non-trivial phantom map by 2.9. Proof. The first part follows since L/p 00 splits as in [2] for p odd and since y = 1 for /? = 2. The second part follows using the Adams periodicity of mod-/? homotopy groups of L/p°° and knowledge of its k-invariants for p = 2. The third part follows from the preceding parts. 
Proof of Theorem
nducing short exact sequences for each / > 1. Assuming that P is finite, we construct isomorphisms (α,,/?,, γ,) for i > 1 such that the above diagram commutes and the /^-components of {Y/} i < z < ^ a r e realizable for each p e P. Let «! be an arbitrary isomorphism and let β 1? y 1 be induced by α^ Given (a^β^y^
be the sum of the S k c π dik) L/P°° for /? e P, and let γ Λ be the isomorphism induced by {Ύi}ι< i<k . It induces an isomorphism ά k :
Since P is finite, the quotient map Z (P) -• Z//i restricts to an epimorphism Zf P y -> Z Λ * for units. Thus we can choose a k : π d{k yX « π d^L^P y inducing δ Λ and then let β k , y k be induced by <x k . Then γ^ extends % and is compatible with {γ, } i ^ , < * on p-components for p e P. After completing this inductive construction, let 6: L Q -L Q and c: L/P 00 = L/P 00 be the equivalences induced by {β ι } , > x and {γ,}, > i Now c/ ~ ι;6 by 2.9 and we obtain a: X ^ L (P) . When P is infinite, similar methods give the required maps X -> L (P) and L (P) -> X However, these A's are not canonically determined, and the A κ 's need not be compatible for successive j 's. In this section we construct a compatible sequence of equivalences a:
together with an associated system of Adams-like maps which will be used to prove Theorem 2.1. The following proposition will provide our system of Adams-like maps of finite CW-spectra. For notational convenience, we take j > b where b = 1 for p odd and b = 4 for p = 2. Proof. First construct a system of finite CW-spectra Wj and associated maps in HS satisfying the conditions of Proposition 4.5. Then desuspend to give a system of pointed CW-complexes Xj and associated maps in the pointed homotopy category Ho satisfying conditions like those in the present lemma, but without cofibration properties. Then inductively rigidify, using 5.3 below, to give the required system in s.sets*. The proof is straightforward. 
